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WIND TUNNEL TESTS OF AN 0.OI9-SCALE SPACE SHUTTLE 1
!INTEGRATED VEHICLE -2A CONFIGURATION (MODEL I4-OTS) IN THE
NASA AMES 8 X 7-FOOT UNITARY WIND TUNNEL (IAI2C)
By
R. B. Hardin and R. R. Burrows
Rockwell International Space Division
I ABSTRACT
This report contains information concerning a wind tunnel test of the
O.O19-scale Space Shuttle Integrated Vehicle in the /kmes 8 x T-foot Uni-
tary Wind Tunnel. The test started ii July 1973 for a total of 133 runs
and 165 charge hours. The test identification number is IA12C.
The purpose of the test was to determine the effects of cold Jet gas
plumes on (1) the integrated vehicle longitudinal and lateral-directional
force data, (2) exposed wing hinge moment, (3) wing pressure distributions,
(h) orbiter MPS external pressure distributions, and (5) model base
pressures. An investigation was undertaken to determine the similarity
between solid and gaseous plumes; fluorescent oil flow visualization
studies were also conducted.
This report is published in three volumes. Volume I contains plotted
force data and tabulated listings of the force and nozzle pressure data.
Volume II contains plotted wing pressure data while Volume III contains
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s speed of sound; m/sec, ft/see
i Cp CP pressure coefficient; (Pl " P')/q
M MACH M_3(:hnumber; V/8
p pressure; E/m 2, psf
q Q(NSM) dynamic pressuze; I/2,V_, NIm2, psf
Q(m;)
RB/L BB/L unit Reynolds number; per It, per f%
V velocity; m/see, ft/sec '
AI2]'_ 8ngle of 8ttsck, de_rees
BETA sngle of sideslip, degrees
PSI _nglc of yaw, degrees
."HI sngle of roll, degrees
mass density; kg/m 3, slugs/ft 3
R_ference & C.G. Definitions
Ab base ores; m'-',2L [i'
b ]_EF wln_ ap+m or reference span; m, f'_
c.g. center of gr_vlty
&EF LREF reference length or wing mean
,-:'rodynamicchord; m, Ct
S SREF win_. ore_ or reference sre_; mJ ft2P
MRP m_a_.nt r,,f,,r_r,o,, point
XMRP mom,._t r,.t'er,'n,_, • point on X sxl'_
XMRP moment reference, point on Y axis










N(_I_CI2d'dRE ( Continued )
¢" e ,Boa;r-,Xxi._t m
_ADSA¢
C_ CN nor_l-force coefficient: normnl forceqS
CA CA nxi_,l-_'orcecoefficient: nxial forceqS




CAr CAF forebody axinl force coefficient, CA - CAb
Cm Clam pltchiu,_-mor_mt coefficient: pitehin_ momen,qsl_E,:;
Cn CY_ y,,_:ing-mom_ntc(_,fficient;_,wing momentqSb
C_ CBL rolling-mo_n,'n__'_'ffiei,'nt:rollin_ mom_r:t{Cb
Ct_,bi!ity?_'yxl:: _y:;tern
CL CL lift eoeft'leient; llftqS
CD CD dr%, eo,'ff[ci,mt:
CDb CDB b',:;_-drag coL*t'fl.cient; b'*l.s_.cdr"6
cDf CDF for_:bodydr',gco_,t'ficlent;CD - C[,_
Cy ('Y .:[de-forc__,(>_fflci,_nt;._lduL'orc,_
Cm _.'[_ pltchln_'-mom,..ntcoeffl(,ieut:p[tchlr_ morn,nn
C CLN y:_wlng-r_oment coefflcient: _/,,w_n_moment
n l_b
('_ ('?,L rollin_'-mom,'ntcoefficient: rolitn_5moment• i:'b
L/D L/D llft-to- Jr',t: r_,tio:CL/C D
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I NOMENCLATURE (Continued)
i ADDITIONS TO STANDAKD NOI_EilCLATURE
i
De..scrlptlon
AbACPS Attitude control propulslon system base area,
i ft 2 (total for two)
AbEoliT External tank total base area (cavity plus
model base), ft 2
i_ AboMS Base area of orbital maneuvering system (minusprojected area of OMS nozzle), it2 (total for two)
AbOKSN Nozzle exit area of 0ES, ft 2 (total for two)
' AbORB Total orbiter base ar.ea (minus projected exit
area of ._JrJ nozzles), ft2
, AbsR H SRH shroud base area (minus pro_ected nozzle
exit area). (to_al for two), ft"
ACEoItT External tank cavity area, ft2
i ACORB Orbiter cavity area, ft 2
ACSRM SRM cavity area, ft2 (total' for twO)
ANoRB Total exit area of (3) orbiter MPS nozzles.ft 2
ANSRM To_al exit area of (2) SR_ nozzles, ft2
a Distance from N1 gage to _RP (positive forward
of _P), inches
bw orbiter exposed wing panel semi-span (distance
! from exposed root chord to tip chord.) inches
I
Ee Elevon M.A.C. length, inches[.
! c r Rudder M.A.C. length, inches
l " CABAL Balance chord force coefficient (uncorrected).
i: CAbAcPS Attitude control manueverlng system base
! . _ chord force coefficient
i External tank base' chord force coefficientCAbEoHT (based on AbEOHT)i 'CAbEOHT External tank base chord force coefficient
(based on ACEOHT)






, §_bol _ pescrlptio.
Orbital manueverlng system nozzle base chord
CAboM_N force coefficient
--CA_oRB Orbiter base chord force coefficient (based
on AbORS)
Orbiter base chord force coefficient (based
CAboRB on ACoRB.)
SRM base chord force coefficient (based on
CAbsRH Abs pj4)
SRMbase chord force coefficient (based on
CABsRH ACsRH)
CAPEoHT__ External tank cavity chord force coefficient(corrected to base pressure)
CAPEoHT- External tank cavity chord force coefficient
(based on ACEOK T and EOIIT cavity pressures)
Orbiter cavity chord force coefficient
CA(oRB (corrected to base pressure)
Orbiter cavity chord force coefficient (based
CACoRB on ACoRB and orbiter cavity pressures)
CACsRH SRM cavity chord force coefficient(corrected to base pressure)
CA_SRH SRM cavity chord force coefficient (based on
ACsRM and SRM cavity pressures)
CANoRB Orbiter nozzle chord force coefficient
CANsR M SRH nozzle chord force coefficient
CAr Ascent vehicle forebody chord force coefficient
CAT Ascent vehicle total chord force coefficient
CBL Ascent vehicle rolling moment coefficient
CBw W£ng bending moment coefficient about exposed
root chord






i CHW Cllr Rudder hinge moment coefficient
i CnW Wing torsional moment coefficient
CBW
i Cmf Ascent vehicle forebody pitching coefficient
Ii Ascent vehicle total pitching moment coefficientc. t
I CmBAL Balance pitching moment coefficient
CN Ascent vehicle normal force coefficient
CNW CNW Normal force coefficient on one exposed wing
i panel
Cp( ) Wing, base. cavity, and upper MPS nozzlepressure coefficient
Cy Ascent vehicle side force coefficient
Cyn Ascent vehicle yawing moment coefficient
CW Mean aerodynamic chord of exposed wing panel
(based on SW), inches
d Distance from N2 gage to }_RP (positive forward
of _,P) inches
• Distance from _P to balance centerllne
(positive above HRP)
f Distance from _P to YI gage (positive forward
of _)
Cp( ) Cimbal pitch angle of nozzle from null position(denoted by subscript), degrees
Cimbal yaw angle of nozzle from null position
Gyt ) (denoted by subscrlpt), degrees
g Distance from _P to Y2 gage (positive forward
of _P), inches
i Incidence angle of orbiter reference plane
with respect to EOHT reference plane, degrees
Eleven hinge moment gage calibration factor
Ke( ) (subscript denotes inboard or outboard)
In.-Ib/cts




NOML_ CLATURE (Continued) :i
Symbol Descrlptiq_
Kr Rudder hinge moment gage calibration factor,
In.-Ibs/cts
Kij Wing gage calibration factor, in.-Iblct where
i = gage number and J = order of K in the second
degree calibration curve fit
Lp,EF Longitudinal reference length, inches
ml,2, 3 Wlng strain gage output (uncorrected for
interactions) in.-Ibs; where i is the inboard
bending gage, 2 is the outboard bending gage,
and 3 is the torsion gage.
MI,2, 3 Wing strain gage output which has been cor-
rected for interactions, In.-Ibs; where l
is the inboard bending gage, 2 is the outboard
bending gage, and 3 is the torsion gage.
Ho Tunnel freestream math number.
!
ml,2, 3 Wing strain gage output, raw data counts,
where I is the inboard bending gage, 2 is the
outboard bending gage, and 3 is the torsion
gage.
' Elevon hinge moment gage output, raw data
me( ) counts where subscript denotes inboard or
outboard panel.
!
m Rudder hinge moment gage output, raw data
r COUTltS•
Moment reference point in X,Y,Z coordinates,
HRP(x'Y'Z) inches
N1 Forward normal force gage output, pounds
N2 Aft normal force gage output, pounds
NW Normal force on exposed wing panel, pounds.






Nozzle exit static pressure (denoted by a
Pe( ) subscript), psia
P( ) Model pressure, psfa
Po Tunnel static pressure, psfa
! PT Tunnel total pressure, psfa
I q Tunnel freestream dynamic pressure, psf! •
!i RPc( ) Ratio of plenum total pressure to PT, denoted
by a eubscript
RPe( ) Ratio of nozzle exit static pressure to PT,.
. denoted by a subscript
RN Tunnel reynolds number, per foot
Se E_evon area (total one side) ft 2
} Sr Rudder area, ft 2
i. Sw Area of one exposed wing panel (includes glove
i area), ft2
SREF Reference area, ft 2
TO Tunnel freestream static temperature, °R
TT Tunnel total temperature, °R
WFi Model pressure weighting factor, either0 or 1






XC? Model station for center of pressure (XT).
inches
XCI_j Model station of exposed wing panel center
of pressure location (XT). inches
Xo Orbiter longitudinal station, inches
XIiL Orbiter station of exposed wing torsional
axis, inches
XT EOHT longitudinal statlon, inches
YW 5panwlse distance from the exposed wing root
chord to the m2 gage (positive when m2 gage
is outboard of reference station), model scale
inches
¥o Orbiter spanwlse station, inches
YROOT Orbite_ spanwlse station of exposed wing root
chord, inches
YT £OHT spanwlse station, inches
¥CP W Orbiter spanwlse station of exposed wing panel
center of pressure 1ocatlons inches
ZbAcPS Vert%cal distance from centrold of ACPS base
area to _P (positive above MRP). inches
ZbEoHT Vertical distance from centrold of EOHT base
area to MRP (positive above _P). inches
ZboHs Vertical distance from centrol,i of OMS basearea to HRP (positive above MRP). inches
ZboHs N Vertlcal distance from centrold of ONS nozzlebase area to NRP (positive above MRP). inches
ZbORB Vertical distance from centrold of ORn base
area to _mP (positive above MRP). inches
ZbsRM Vettlcal distance from centrold of SR_! base
area to _P (positive above _RP). inches
15





ZCEOHT Vertical distance from centroid of EOHT cavity
ares to MRP (positive above MRP), inches
Z_._ Vertical distance from centrold of orbiter
cavity area to _P (poslclve above _J_P),
inches
ZCsRM Vertical distance from centrold of SRM cavity
area to NRP (positive above _P), inches
Vertical distance from centrold of orbiter
ZNORB nozzle exit area to.HRP (positive above MRP),
inches
Vertlcal distance from centroid of SRM nozzle
ZNSRH exit area to MRP (positive above _P), inches
6 r Rudder deflection, degrees
['ml._ _3_ First order Interactlon for wlng bendin_ and
( ) "\_ml/( ) in a 2nd degree curve fit, (2) denotes second
I order term in a 2nd degree curve fit







ACPS attitude control propulsion system
• elevon




0_ orbital maneuvering system




SRM Solid Rocket Motor
T Total
W wing
1 Top _S nozzle
2 Left MPS nozzle
3 Right MPS nozzle
4 Left SRM nozzle
5 Right SRM nozzle
l 17
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!I No Nc  RE(conclu
Symbol Description
OPR Ratio of orbiter chamber pressure (Pc) to freestream
total pressure
SRHPR Ratio of SRM nozzle exit pressure (Pe) to freestream
i total pressure
MPSRA Orbiter MPS nozzle rotation angle (same as en) deg.! ,
POWER ON: indicates gaseous plumes are being generated
OFF: indicates gaseous plumes are not being generated
X/D Ratio of the distance forward of the nozzle exit to the
internal diameter of the nozzle exit
RUDDER Rudder deflection, deg.
i _ Radial angle on MPS nozzles with ¢ = 0° on top, _ = 90° on
i the right side, _ = 180° on bottom, and _ = 270° on left
side, looking forward, deg.
e n Rotation angle of MPS nozzles in ball sockets (clockwise
rotation as looking forward is positive), deg.
GIMB_J_ GIMBAL = 1.0 (GPI = GYI = 0°, GY2 = -3.5°, GY3 = +3.5°)
GIMBAL = 2.0 (GPI = +iio, GYI = GY2 = GY3 = -9°)
GIMBAL = 3.0 (GPI = GP2 = GP3 = +ii°, GY2 = -3.5°,
GY3 = +3.5°, GP4 = GP5 = +7.0°)
GIMBAL = h.0 (GPI = -ii°, GP2 = GP_..= -8°, GY2 = -3.5°,
GY3 = +3.5°, GPh = GP5 = -7°)
%._ _
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I) CONFIGURATIONS INVESTIGATED t
The model tested was an 0.Ol9-scale representation of the NASA!
Rockwell configuration of the integrated space shuttle vehicle. The model
had the capability of cold Jet simulation of the Jet plumes generated from
the SaM and MPS nozzles.
The -2A configuration orbiter was rigidly attached to the EOHT at 0°
incidence with respect to the EOHT centerline. The orbiter MPS nozzles
were attached to the non-metric air supply system. Each nozzle could be
gimbaled +_Ii° pitch and +_9° yaw.
The orbiter righthand wing panel was instrumented with 40 static
pressure taps and the lefthand wing was instrumented with a single flexure
three-component moment balance. The elevon panels of the lefthand wing
panel were each instrumented with a single-component moment balance.
The vertical tail rudder had the capability of being deflected +,_I0°.
The rudder panel was instrumented with a single-component moment balance.
The -h configuration _OHT was mounted on a 2.5-inch sting mounted i
internal balance, i
Both -2A and -4 configuration SaM's were available for testing, Each
SaM was rigidly attached to the EOHT with the sam centerline on water
plane XT = 0.0 in. and bu_t pl_ne YT = 2h3 in. full scale. In addl+,ion
to the baseline position the SRM's could be shifted forward 71 in. full
scale. The SaM nozzles were attached to the non-metric air supply system






Solid pltunes were fabricated for the three orbiter nozzles and the
two SRM nozzles with the contours simulating the Mach 3.5 gaseous pl'_.e
shape.
The orbiter hud three MPS nozzles whose individual gimbsl points each
define the origin of three separate reference systems. These reference
zystem,.; are qhown in ('Jgure [ (e). Positive indications of gimba] pitch
alad gimbal yaw are shown.
Figure 1 (f) is an enlarged view of one of these reference systems.
All three planes shown are at right angles to one another. The dashed
lines are projections of the nozzle centerline onto the pitch and yaw
planes of the reference system. (s) is the angle of pitch, either up or
down; (_) ]s the angle of yaw, either right or left.
Each nozzle is physically set to a gimbal angle of pitch and/or yaw
by an appar.ttus which me:u;ures (¢), ::(,meradial direction in the base
pl_*e trod (y), [hi' ang/,. Cr,,m that rudial to the nozzle center]inc. The
¢ sector is detet_,!ined by (a) and (_):
',!'/0° t,_ "_(_0° 0 ° !.u +90 ° 0 ° to +90 °
18o° 1,o :'7!)" o_' Ir_-90° 0° to +90°
90° t_,18o° 0° t,0-90° 0° to-90 °
(]'"to 90° ()('to +90° 0° to -90 °
All t,,.';tprot.rums for thi:: model use the zymbcl GI,, t,_>dcr,cte the






Also, 0 = 90° - y for the following fixture settings:
TOP NOZZLE :
AERO SETTING FIXTUHE SETTING
e
Null & Firlng Gy = Gp = 0 0° +3°
(;p= +I] 0° +14 °
(;p= -II 180° 8c
Gy = +9 288 ° 9.5 °
I =-9 7t.7° 9.5 °
Gy
dl, = +II, (;f= -9 52.5° 16.5°
bu%'f()MI_'.l,'i'l_oZ7,1_:
' = -_ q 1P/)° 30Fi,'in,g (1<_.',) ,.,¥ ,.
f Cl, = +11 "_,3t;.5° 8.'r °
I;i, = -11 193.6° 14.4°
_:y = +9 256.7 ° 12.8°
_ (;y = -O') It8.3° 6.2 °
i} I;_,= +It, (;y= -9 _4.42 ° 9.7°








AEHU SE'i"lqI_t_ FIXTURE SETTIT.iG
Firing (L3.5) (;y = +_3.5 1800 3o
GF = ˆ° 8"70
G[, = -I i 166.2 ° 14.4°
Gy = +9 241.8° 6'2°
Gy = -9 103'3° 12"8°
G[, = + ii, (;y = -9 57.7 ° 14.7 °
_ull G}, : O : I;y 130.6 ° 4.6 °
The Ames higt, pr,_:;sur,_air supply was utilized for cold Jet ;>lu_ez
_,rr,uxat,ing from t,h, _,rbit_r" _,_}'Zarld _:lq4nozzles, q"ne orbiter I_[_ anrl ._PI_
r,_,zzle:;had ind_'|),.n,i_'rLt_.,,nt_,,l::['or :;eparute throttlinE of e_ch ._,::tem
_,t',,o_'z[c_. [;['14,'_u:;l'_,u'.;lum._s c_*:Id bc produced without generatinF
_,rblt,.r pl_txt'sb_,t vice ver'_a w_m not true. Plume shapes for var[cu:
Match number:_ w_.re |_rodueed bx setting specific values ofFc/P T for the
oE-bitt'_"nozzles and}_e/PT for the _;|_ nozzles. Listed below are the





[d()ZZt_; M Pe/I_ Pc/PT P_/PT CONDITION
';RM 2.5 1490 87.21 •9158 nominal
2.5 700 41.08 .4294 .471 nominal
3.0 2686 73.13 •7679 nominal
3.0 2686 73.13 .7679 nominal i
3.0 1.440 39.20 4116 536 nominal
3.0 4030 llO.O 1.15 1.5 nominal _
3.5 6000 78.66 .8260 nominal
i 3.5 3312 43.42 .456 .552 nominal
i 3.5 8bOO ii0.0 1.15 1.4 nominal
ORBITER 2.5 5311 31.255 .3720 nominal
i
2.5 25] ].4.721 1752 .471 nominal
3.0 987 26.86 3198 nominal
3.0 530 lh.40 1714 .536 nominal
3.0 i48o 41.0 480 1.5 nominal
3.5 ]820 23.86 2840 nominal
3.5 .1005 13.17 1568 .552 nominal
4.b 3090 41.0 494 1.7 nominal
• _ol[d pLum_u; av:.tllab_.t: l'_rthis c_mdition
The EOH'[' w'_:_m,_m_tcd <m the Ames 2.5-inch Ta:ik _K-III six-component
[Ilt(,rnat ti:tt:._i .,.. 'i'h,. tm_,t,.l :.uu;I,. <>f' att_mk w_; ind]caf.<.d by an Ames
d'uig]ec_illel.or _uid :tli_l_. c_l' '.Ji_h,'.$1ip was ]ndicated by sector read-out




The lefthand wing panel was instrumented with a three-component
single flexure moment balance. The elevons of the _efthand wing c___.e!
and the rudder were each instrumented with a single flexure single-
component moment balance.
The righthand orbiter wing panel was instrumented with forty (40)
static pressure taps. A total of sixteen (16) base and cavity ta_s were
installed for use _n correcting chord force measurements.
The orbiter _fl'Snozzles each had twelve (12) external static taps
:_t various radial _md longitudinal locations. The nozzles were rotated
t,o obtain a comptete pressure survey around each nozzle.
25
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The following confiauration components were tested:
C.ompouen t, De f'i_nit[on
BIO 15ody
Cr. Canopy)
D7 [,bmipu] :_tor hou:;in_,
1; i_cMN J'l ;q_Ii
M,; Orbil,, _,1 rruu_(:uvcring subsystem (OMS) pod
N8 OM,q n(,zzJe:;
N9 Orbi.ter nozzles
N]O Orbiter pressure nozzles
I NI7 SR_1 nozzles M = 0.9, 1.2
N18 ',;RM nozz].e:_ M = 3.0, 3.5
N29 ',3Rt,!nu zz] e:; (m istoateh )
Vq V_!:q,i c:tl t,:_i I
R, } i_i t,' r








:'(, OF POOR QUALITY
1975013279-029
' The following table summarizes integrated vehicle (OTS) configu-
rations inve_ti gai,ed :
Con figurat ion Des cripti on
OI Baseline 2A orbiter
BIO C5 D7 Fh M3 N8 N9 V5 R5.W87 E18 XI0
O,_ Baseline 2A orbiter with static taps on the three
M],, nozzle:;
C U7 M3 N N V5 R5BIO 5 Fh 8 ]0 W87 El8 ZlO
0._ [b_ne a_; O[ with top MPS nozzle blocked
0 4 Same as O1 with lower lefthand MPS nozzle blocked ,
]
TI Baseline configuration 4 EOHT T10
_i _aseline configuration 4 SRM S10N18
S2 Same as S1 shifted forward 71 in. full scale SIIN30
°iOJ29S 3 Same as S] but with mismatched SRM nozzles _
:Jh Baseline 2A SI<M It(iN]8
'l'he:;_',;ymbol',;:xt'cu:_cd [L::;_ :;h(arth;uldnotation to designate groups
,_:'_._;lq_mcnt_:on t,h_'Data Set/Hun Number Summary (Table IIa.).
1975013279-030
TEST FACILITY DESCRIPTION
The Ames Research Center Unitary Plan Wind Tunnel 8- by 7-foot super-
sonic test circuit is a closed-return, variable-density, alr-medium facility
with a 16-foot-long test section. The throat has flexible sidewalls for
control of tunnel Mach number. The 8- by 7-foot tunnel uses the same
motors and compressors as the 9- by 7-foot circuit, i
The tunnel is capable of attai,dng Mach numbers from 2.h5 to 3.50 at
Rey_lolds numbers from below 1.0 x 106/ft to approximately 5.0 x 106/ft.
Models are supported, in general, from stings mounted to a body-of-
revolution on a floor-to-ceiling strut system. Internal strain-gauge
balances are used for force and moment data, and pressure instrumentation
is provided.
Schlieren and shadowgraph equipment is available, as well as additional
force, moment, and stress monitoring instrumentation for specific models.
1975013279-031
DATA REDUCTION
The lefthand wing panel was instrumented with a single-flexure three
component moment balance. This balance was temperature compensated and
gave accurate measurements at all tunnel temperatures.
The two elevons on the lefthand wing panel and the rudder were each
instrumented with single component moment balances. These balances were
not temperature compensated and experienced large zero shifts during the
test. During any specific pitch or yaw run the zero shifts were negligible.
However, during a series of pitch and yaw runs the zero shi_s happened
at a point that cannot b<_ determined. The sensitivity did not change.
The tabulated data for these components (CHEI , CHEo, CHR) are presented
and should be uced only for obtaining slopes of these measurements vs.
or 6 and should not be used for defining magnitude of the moment load.
Center of pressure (XCP):
aN I + dN2
xcr:M_ (xT) NI+N2
XCP_ EOHT station, inches (model scale)
Ascent vehicle total chord force coefficiert (CAin):
+ CA + CA + CA + C + C
c_ =c%_ Co_ cE01_TCSRM _0_ _S_
where :
CA =- CA + C
CORB CORB /_ORB
CA =- CA + C 1
CEOHT CEOHT AbEoI_
CA = - CA + C




Ascent vehlcle total pitching moment coefficient (CMT): 4
Ico4 [,co. l
% -c.B_-C_co_L'_Fa+C_bo_B[_F J
+ CANoRB L LREF J- C_EOIIT [ ItREF + CAbEollT [ ItREE
[Zcs_1 • [zcsR.1+ [Z"sR.1
-C_cs'o'LLREF]+C^bs_.LL_F] c'_;s_LLRErJ
Substituting:
Cl_ " CMBAL "_"CACoI_ [ItRE F J + CANoRB [ItREF J CACEoIIT [ ItREF J
[ZcsR.l [Z"s,_.l
+ C_sR_ [_ j+ C^"s_1[LREF] I
Forebody chord force coefficient (CAr):
CAr " CAT - CAboRB - CAbEoIIT - CAbsRM '_
- CAboMS - CAboHsN - CAbAcP S
whe re :
204 Cpi lAboR B'gi = 201 _ i
• - - 204' NF i LSREFCAboRB Zi = 201
302 CPi [AbEoHTIZi = 301 ,,
-- 3o2,*iL_'_"FJCAbEoiIT Zl - 301
,04 Cp, [^bsRH]Zl ,,401










Ascent vehicle forebody pitchtn 8 moment (CHf):
CHf C,v,T - IZbOP'B] [ZbEoHT1
" %o_ L_-_-j - C^b_ L£_Fj
- %sR. L_R--_-j- CAboHS L._-_-j
[zbO,.s.1[zb,c,sl
-C^bo_m_l _REFJ- C^b^cps[ _ j
Wing, base, cavity, and upper HPS nozzle pressure coefficient (Cpi):
i (,_,)_ Cpi q'I
,#
Elevon hinge moa.;nt (Clle):
i "_I XeI
* Clle I m q Se Ce (Inboard)
n_ o Keo
CHeo " q Se Ce (outboard)
i: CHeT " CHeI + CHeo
where :
UI' m raw cts
K = calibration factor (ln.-lb/ctl)
"19750"13279-035
Rudder hinge moment (Clir):
1 u_ Krdq
_r " q Sr ¢r
Wlng bending, torsion, and Io8d ¢P:
Convert raw data counts to £n.-Ibe: (basic slopes)
whore:
u' - raw data cte
Kij- c,llbratlo,_,_orIin.-Ib/c_)andi - gagetuber
J - order of term df second "degree curve flt
ml = m_ KI1 + (m_) 2 KI2 (inboard gage)
n2 = m_. K21 + (u_) 2 K22 (outboard gage)
u3 " m_ K31 + (n_) 2 K32 (torsion gage)
Taking interactions into account:
"'-""_-LV',4m2 + \"'2/2 (m2)2 -LV',4"'+\%/,%>
I)eterm£ne loads and coefficients:
NW
¢IIW " -----q SW
IM2+ vw_1




Determlne loads and coefficlen_s: I
M3
% " q swc-w
CHW _
xcp.. x.L- c.'-_
YCPW = YROOT+ CB---_wbwCNw
Jet Plume Parameters (RPc(), RPe( )):









Dail Scale Model Scale
C 513.47h in. 9.756 in.
w
d - -11.283 in.
e - 0.0 in.
I" - -3. 533 in.
| g - -10.533 in.
_,_EF 1328.0 in. 25.232 in.




SW 1006.5 ft_ 0.363 ft2
SR_:i' 2690.0 l't_ 0.971 ft2
- 0.5638in.
XHL I150.79 in. 21.865 in.
Yw - 0.ih23 in.
YROOT _0'_.0in. 1.995 in.
Zb 402.98? in. 7.656 In.
ACPt;
Zbf2i ' 0.0 0.0





.............. -- ....... _ ...................... 19750132[_ U:dU- ----- ---"---"
Full Scale Model Scale




ZCoRB 3h9.66 in. 6.64 in.
0.0 0.0
ZCs_M








Fositive Gage Output Ne6ative daKe Output
K 26.20 in. -!b-v/my 26.39 in. -ib-v/mv
eI
K 27.03 [L. -Ib-v/mv 27.h2 in. -Ib-v/_v
e
o
K ?0.80 In. -ib-v/mv 20.885 in. -ib-v/mv
£
KII hb3.t672 in. -ib-v/mv hY6.395h in. -ib-v/mv
K12 0.O 0.0





PositiVe Ga_e Output Negative Ga_e Output •
K3] 539.9926 in. -Ib-v/mv 538.9718 in. -]b-v/my iil
K32 0.0 0.0
(aml/am2) 1 0.0 0.0
(aml /8m2 )2 0.0 0.0
(aml/am3) I -.0.!0562 -.004132
i (_mi/_312 0.0 0.0 !
_ (_m2/_ml) 1 0.0 0.0 !
i i(gm2/Sml) 2 0.0 0.0
!
i_ (_m2/_m3) I .014_58 .018206 i
_i (_m2/_m3 )2 O.0 O.0
_i (_m3 /_ml) i .022277 •029935
(3m3/_m I ) 0.0 0.0 i
!_ (_m3/Sm2)l -.031554 -.03h98
!
(_m3/_m2) 2 0.0 0.0 1
ORIGINAL PAGE IS






MACHNUMBER (perunitlength) (pounds/sq.ft ._ , (degreesFahrenheit)
-- ,I
2.5 2.38 x 106/ ft _90 .. 12o
_.0 2._o x 106/ft 375 ]PO




BALANCEUTILIZED: 2.5-inch T_#k hCCIIl
COEFFICIENT
CAPACITY: ACCURACY: TOLERANCE:
f%'d NF 1400 ibs _-+ .5%
fwd SF 700 ibs _ +_ .5%
AF . 280 ibs +_ .5%
aft NF lhO0 ib_ , -+ .5_
aft SF _ +- ._ .....
COMMENTS:Mode] was also instrumented with: elevon and rudder hinge


























rTABLE III. - MODEL COMPONENT D_NSIONAL DATA
I MODELCOMPONENT: B10- Bod_" ...........
GENERALDESCRIPTION: Fueela_:e, 2A Con_ip3_atlon, I_rhtwelrht O_biter per
_=mlmm_ml_mww• , ,i i , Ill
Rockwell U,nes VL?O-O000,_ "a".
• - - i i , • L • | I J jl •
I • I I| , ,, • • ,





Length _-_ in. 1328.3 25.238
Max. Widths-in, (eXo = 152_.3) 26';.o .... 5.03.5 .....
Max. Depth _--in. (eX_ = ll,&:_).52) 2_r_.O ,.. __.71.2 ,
Fineness Ratio 5.olP 5.u12, i
Area _- F_.2
Ma_. Cross-Sectional _,.._._. __..._ O.16_,eI III
Planfom - -I Jl HI





! TABLE III. - Continued.
l li140DELCOMPONENT: C5 OrbiterCanopy
Z •









_ DIMENSIONS: FULL-SCALE MODELSCALE
STA. FdD. &,lkhead, in 391.0 7._27
STA. T.E., in , ,560.0 .lO.6,hU
Canopy/Body Intersection, IN 391.0 7..&29
1975013279-055
TABLE llI. - Continued.
; ._ I_C_L COMPONENT: D? - ManipulatorHousin_
: I _l i - - i J
! i ii ,
GEHERAL DESCRIPTION: 2A Configuration Per Rockwell Lines VL,7,0-000093 ,_
i
Scale Mode] = 0.O19
| .... . • ., , •i , ,
DRAWING HUMBER: VL70_OOOO93; SS-A-OOO92
DIMENSIONS: FULL-SCALE MODEL SCALE
_ ]
Length "_"in. Rc)..l.O 16:739
Max. Width,-,.,in. 51.0 0.969
Max. Depth ---in. 23.O 0.&37
FinenessRatio - -
Area i_






_Fuselage BP = 0.0
WP = 500.0 IN_S
Xo&26.0 to Xo1307.0 IWFS :,
53
1975013279-056
TABLE III. - Continued•
MODELCOMPONENT: ;',, Bo,tv t,':;,lo
GENERALDESCRTFrION: ,,c,.3olafFlap Used on Lx, ,_......_.....Crhit.;;¢L:onfir,_ation
.. i .i m i, ,i . | i J
| i J.l, • i.... i • ,
! . Model Scale :=0.0]9 .............
DRAWING NUMBER: VL-70-OO_9& "A", SS-A-00092
i_ DIMENSIONS: FULL-SCALE MODELSCALE
Length, in 8h.70 i.6_)9




: Ma_• Cross-Sectional - -
P]anform IL2.6& o.0 sIL9
Wetted ., - ... - . .
B:se 38.65 i 0.01395
;i
TABLE III.- Continued.
MODELCOMPONENT:S.i -,OMS POD ......
: GENERALDESCRIPTION: 2A LiRht_ight Orbiter CqDfi_uration per RozN_ll Lines
.VLTO-OOOO?4"A"..............
i J . , .,,
Scale Model = O.O19
D_RAWINGNUMBER: VL70-O0009C"A";SS-A-O0092i
DIMEN.SION$: FULL-SCALE MODEL SCALE
Length _- in. 3L_6,0 _6.57&
Max. Width_in. :.J)CoIASO.O 108.O 2.052ii
Max. Oepth_£n. (4Xo 1500.O _ 2.162
FinenessRatio - -
Area
Ma_. CrossoSectional . - .... -
P1anform - -
Wetted - , -
Base - . .. -
of OMS POD
?o = &63.9 INFS: _VP&UO+ 63.9 = &63.9INFS
To = 80.0 INFS




TABLE III. - Continued.
MODEL COMPCNENT: NOZZleS - _[8
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Basic OMS nozzle of config_tion 2A per Rockwell Lines
VL70-008306 and VLTO-OOOO89"B". Intersection of nozzle exit plane and
nozzle centerline at Xo = 1570.75, Yo = _+99.25,Zo = 507.25
MODEL SCALE = .019
DRAWING NO. VL70-008306, VL70-OOOO89"B", SS-A00092
DIFZNSIOhB FULL SCALE MODEL SCALE
Fach No.
Length _ in.
Gimb_l Point to Exit Plane












_ y _+88.0 1.672
Z , A92.0 9.3&8
Pitch _l}O&9.,-- l_O&9,!




TABLE III. - Continued
MODEl,COIgOh_NT: _PS NOZZLF-g- N 9
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Orbiter nozzles used for cold plume _imu/ation &tM = 0_9_....
1.25, 1.55, 2,0. 3.Oa_3.5. All (3) nozzles are mounted to ball 8ocketL _
with gimb_l angles of +ll° pitch and _+9° yaw from null.
MODEL SCALE = .019
DRAWING NO. SS-A00092; SS-AO0095
DIMENSIONS FULL SCALE bIODELSCALE
M_ch No. 0.9 thru 3.5
Length~in.
Gimbal Point to Exit Plane




Inlet 37.336 .... O.7094























MODEL CO_O_][_f : __-_._ ]
I






!_ FULL SCALE MODEL SCALEDIMENSIO_
_ch No.
Length _ in.
i!i Gimbal Point to Exit Plane
_ Throat. to Exi_ Plane


























TABLE III. - Continued.
MODEL COMPONENT: NOZZLES - NIT
GE_RAL DESCRIF?ION: BSRM Npzzle (@N =ii °) used fo__id_t _lume _imuiation __
at S = .9 and 1.2 (( = 7.0)
_'_DDELSCALE = 0.019
DRAWING NO. SS-,,OO]_IO
DIMENSIO_ FULL SCALE MODEL SCAI_'_
Mach No. .9, 1.2
Length ~ in.
Gimbal Foint to 10iitPlane
Throat to Exit Plane
Diameter_ in./Nozzle







TABLE III. - Continued.
MODEL COMPONENT : NCYZZI,_ - N 18 i_
GE_RAL DESCRI2TION: BSRM Nozzle (ON = 2A.4°) used for 9old ._etplume si_tlon
at M =3.0 and M = 3.5 '_
MODEL SCALE = .O19
q&
DRAWING NO. SS-AO0110 :_
!
DIMENSIONS FULL SCALE MODEL SCALE 1
_i _ch No. 2.5, 3.O, 3.5 I
i_ Length ~ in.
i Gimb_l Point to Exit Plane
Throat to 'Exit Plane
Diameter ~ in.
Throat 53.611 1.O186
Inlet 69.316 1.317 :
•_t 2.
_i Area /Nozzle i




Gimb_l Point (station)_ in.
X 2338. 790 &&. &37
y +2A3.000 _+4.617
Z _00.000 7•6OO
N_,ll Position ,_deg. [
Pitch 0° O•
Yaw 60 O° Oe
.... • __,
1975013279-063
I l'A/_h5 ill. - Contl.,eu.
, MODEL COMPO_: NO'ZZL_ - N2_
GENERAL DESC_{iPTION: BSRM Nozzle8 mls_tched on !eft_,and Li ,ts" •
nozzle contour and location same as NI8 and_.rightnozzle contour and locations
s_me as NI7 (( = 7.O)
_3DEL SCALE = .019
DRAWI_ NO. SS-AO0110
DIME;_IONS FU_. SCALE MODEL SCALE
M_ch No.
Length --ill.
Gimb_l Point to F_.itPlane
















T_[_ III. - Continued.
MODEL COMPOI_NT: NOZZLES - _Q I ; _ !j
GE|_RAL DESCRIPTION: HSRM Nozzle same as NI8 except moved fortmrd 71" full scale. _ I
Gimbal point also moved fo_rd 71". Used for Mach No. 's 2.5, 3.0, and 3.5 _ _i
= 7.0)
_DDEL SCALE = .O19
DRAWING NO. SS-AOOIlO




Gimb_l Point to Exit Plane



















i TABL_ III. - Conti,'deal. :_
1
MODEL COMPONENT: VERTICAL- V5 (LightWt. Orbiter ConfiKuration) _
l GENE:%iDESCRIPTION: CenterllneVertic,3] T_il. DoubleWeds(:Airfoilw6th 1
Round_.dLeading Edge
' ' _" " ± I a,,t I • I im i | pll
-- i j i IL _ ii iliJ nun i




Area (Theo) Ft2 &13.2S .... O.i/.Q2
Planform
, i J
Span (Theo) In 311.72 ..... s.999 _
Aspect Ratio '1.67_ l.(q_ .
Rate of Taper _, ,,, ....O _JZ
Taper Ratio O.LOt,., O.CO&am
SweepBack Angles,degrees
LeadingEdge &:,.oo0 _}.o(x)....i
TraiIing Edge 26.2&9 26.21,9
0.25 Element;Line '&l.'130', -/_I.]_;
Chords: Inches
Root (Theo)WP 2A.q.SC,
Tip (Theo)WP 'IO_./? 2.C/,I
MAC _ 3.7?6
Fus.Sta. of .25 MAC IL6)._ 27.807 _
W. P. of .25 MAC 'A)5.,_2.' [ ....12.075
B. L. of .25 MAC 0.0 O.o
AirfoilSection
LeadingWedge Angle""Deg ,,19.0o,
TrailingWedge Angle_ Deg 14.92 __.
Leading EdgeRadius, IN R,,O0
Void Area --Ft:' 13.17
Blanketed Area-Ft2 _.67 _
63
1975013279-066
TAi_LE III. - Continued.
2 '
MODEL COMPONENT: tt5 - I_udder ............
i GENERAL DESCRIPTION: 2A Confl_m-at,lon pe,r Rockwell Lines VL _5.
i:
_, i i m,, i i
i _al, Moeel = o.oi? ..... :
!
! DRAWINGNUHBER: VL70-(XXX)95SS-A00091,92 _ I
'_ i iI DIMENSIONS: FULL-SCALE HODELSCALE _
" i
_ Span (equivalent),-- IN 201.o ).el?
/
Inb'dequivalentchord, Ill .91.5_ 1.71,0
Outb'd equivalent chord, It' _ 0.)66
Ratio movable surface chord/
total _urface chord
At Inb'dequiv,chord O,i,00 O./tUO
At Outb'd equiv,chord Q,I,O0 0._00
SweepBack Angles, degrees j
. i
! Leading Edge .3_%.8._1._ .13A.83 i
!_ Tatltng Edge 26.2_ .. _t
) Area Moment (Normalto hinge 11ne),--_3 526.1) 9.00_)61
! (PPeduct of Arua _n_t ts.eanChord_
(




TABLE ill. - Co:,clud,_d.
MODEL COMPONENT:. WING-W8'tLlghtw_Kh_ orbiter
GENERALDESCRIPTION:Orbiter Con.figuration per Rockwell Lines VL?O-OOOOqt
NOTE:(Dihedralamgle i_ definedAt.the lowcr
...... q.rfae_ n_ th_ win_ At the 75._
el_t _tnc "
projected into a plane perpendicul_ur tc the l_t.
scazeMode o. i?i J,m,. J,. I ig i. ,. ,i I
TESTNO, OWG. NO.VL?O-O00093





Span (Theo In. _36.682 17.797
Aspect Ratio 2,265 2.265
Rate of Taper 'I._[77 1.177
Taper Ratio _ 0 200
Dihedral Angle, degrees _ _:0_IncldenceAngle,deg,'ees




0.25 ElementLine _ 35.209
Chords: _ IN
Root (Theo)B.P.O.O. 689.2& _13.09(,
Tip, (Theo)B.P. _ 2.6!9
MAC
Fus.Sta. of .25MAC "_ 21.601
W.P. of .25 MAC _ 5.(_5 _
8.L. of .25 MAC _ 3"_6u
EXPOSEbDATA 1752.29 0.633
Ar6_a(rneo) Ft2





Tip 1. O0 b 137.B5 __b_.--
MAC _ ,_93.03 ,7.&68
Fus. Sta. of .25 MAC _ 22,$21
W,P. of .25 MAC _)00.20 5.?01,..
B.L. of .2S MAC zs'i.?6 _ 4,783
Airfoil Section (_ckwell ModNASA)
XXXX-64
t/c c_Rootb " o._25 0.10 ,, , 0.10 _
b - I.Ck3 0,12 0,12 _
_/c _Tip_ . .
Data for (1) of (2) Sides
LeadingEdge Cuff _Planform Area Ft_
LeadingEdge IntersectsFus M. L. e Sta
LeadingEdge Interse_s Win; 0 Sta
1975013279-068
MODEL COMPONENT: EI8 - Elevon I
t
GENERALDESCRIPTION:2A Confi_[urationPer W-87 Rockwell Lines _720-0(0)093
Dat_ for (I) of (2) Sides
Scale Model = 0.019
! DRAWlNG NUMBER: VL70-000093; SS-A-O0092
DIMENSIONS: FULL-SCALE MODEL SCALE
Area,_ Ft2 29_. _2 0:07_2
Span (equivalent)---in. )53._& 6.71)
Inb'd equivalent chord (B.P.llS.0in),in I/4.78 2.181
Outb'd equiva]ent chor4 (B.P.i68.3in),in 55.00 l.O&_
Ratio ,_)vablesurface chord/
tota_ surface chord
At Inb'd equiv, chord 0.208 0.208
_ Outb'd equiv, chord O.&O0 O.&O0
Sweep Back Angles, degrees
Leading Edge 0.00 0.00
Taillng Edge -lO.2& -lO.2&
Hingeline(x -_387" _, s,) 0.00 0.00
o
Area Moment (Normal to hinge line) Ft3 1,5L8.07 0.01062
Product of Area Moment
NOTE: The elevon pan_l consists of an InBD and _tBD segment. The
split lin_ dividing _he segments is at B.P. 281 inches full
scale (B.P. 5.339 inches Model Scale)
66 I _
1975013279-069
TABLE III. - Continued.
MODELCOMPONENT: S6 - Booster SolidRocket Motor - i
I ° ?
: GENERALDESCRIPTION: Booster Solid Rocket Motor (Light Weight Orbiter
,., m j Him , | iin _, , .
_Configuration) body of Revolution., j lm, j . |
Data for 1 of-2 sides
s-_ J ,i i • • • ,| , 2 , , • .
Model Scale= 0.019
, _ i, = ,i i ,
_; DRAWING NUMBER: VL-72-000061 iC' ; VL-77-000012 'R' ; SS-A-OOO9&i
DIMENSIONS: FULL-SCALE MODEL SCALE
Length (Includes Nozzle), IN 17&l. 0 33.q,,Bp..
Max. Width (Tank Dia.), IN l&2.0 .2.698 :!
ii i 3_
Max. Depth (Aft Shroud), IN 259.0 _:921 .. _i
Fineness Ratio 6.722 6_722
Area , _2
Ma_. Cross-Sectional 365.87 0.232
Planfom _ - . _-
Netted m _ --
Base - -
--- _mmmm_m
W.P. of BSRM Centerline, (Xt), IN _00.0 7.600




........ ", ........ • _ ................................................................... .,% ._ : _-- ,:_,_.-_=,J- _ ,_.,_-_,_-T.,, _,_.,_,,-_._,- ,_,_=_,_: _::_ _,_,._ ,::_,,,_,,_-_?_,_,_ __ _ ___ _,_ .... . , _
TABLE III. - Continued. i
I Model Component: Solid Rocket Motor (S10)
General Description: Booster solid rocket motor, body of revolution
_. Data for 1 of Z sides
Model Scale = 0. 019
Drawing Number: VL77-000039
Dimensions : Full-Scale Model Scale
Length (includes nozzle), in. 1741.0 33.080
Max width (diameter), in. 142.0 2. 698
Max depth (aft shroud 192. 0 3. 648
i_ diameter), in.
i_ Fineness ratio 9.0677 9. 0677
Area ~ ft 2





WP of BSR._ centerline, 400.0 7. 600
(XT), in.
FS of BSR.M nose, (XT), in. 743.0 14. 117
1975013279-071
TABLE IIl. - Conti_ued.
Solid Rocket Motor _(Sll) !Model Component:
General Description: Booster solid rocket motor; body of revolution; data
for 1 of Z sides. (See Figure ll. ) Same as S!O except shifted forward
i
i 71.0 inches full scale. Model Scale = 0.019
_ Drawing Number: VL77-000039
Dimensions : Full-Scale Model Scale
Length (includes nozzle),in. 1741.0 33,080
Max width (diameter) in. 142, 0 .2,698 _
Max depth (aftshroud, dia)in. !92.0 3,648
Fineness ratio _ 9,0677 9, 0677
Area - ft2




WP of BSRM centerline, . "
(XT) , in. 400.0 7.600










i Figuce i - Continued. J
i. 'i'_!
1975013279-075
.... IL PLANEOF SY_.
(ToP vi_) _r
Rudder Deflectlon AnEle (6r) Defined
e. Elevon Deflection _gle (6 e) Defined
































I_ 84.70 £r_. ---------_
il
I






Figure 2. - Continued.
1975013279-086
!h. BASIC NOZZLE DXM_ISIONS
}i CUr,** ,'. - C(Pt[nued.
1975013279-087
NOTEs SKETCH DIMENSIONS ARE INCHES
MODEL SCALE
2._78
!1 / t'];l_/'T =
/ 0._977 0.267=I I o._9]I
. /_ofo=,= o.,_,=1 I
2.42 r 'f :I
X - INCHES FORWARD OF EXIT PLANE X'_ 0 !
X/r* r/r* X/r* r/r* !
0 3.2257 (EXIT PLANE 3.6999 2.5393
0.I097 3.2107 3.9169 2.4828
0.3365 3. 1793 4.0378 2.4525
0.5879 3.1430 4.1718 2.4165
0.8660 3.1010 4.3215 2.3754
1.0101 3.0786 4.4862 2.3286
1.3342 3.0258 4.6980 2.2665
1.6437 2.9727 4.8990 2.2055
1.8428 2.9368 5.0303 2.1639
2.0992 2.8892 5.1969 2.1104
2.2421 2.8615 5.3945 2.0442
2.4012 2.8301 3.6396 1.9585
2. 5782 2. 7942 5.7848 1.9053
2.7743 2.7530 5.9188 1.8552
2.9918 2.7058 6.1246 1.7754
_.1995 2.6591 6.3593 1.6796
_.4008 2.6123 6.5565 1.5954

















)22 ...... 16 34- --28





(D Z G ) X/D NO. DLIDAvG
0 .058 1,13,25 1.2817
30 .928 2,14,26 .6789
60 .753 3,15,27 .8592
90 .580 4,16,28 1.0141
120 .406 5,17,29 1.1479
150 .232 I 6,18,30 1.2324
180 .058 7,19,31 1.2817
210 .928 8,20,32 .6789
240 .753 9,21,33 .8592
270 .580 !10,22,34 1.0141
300 .406 iii,23, 35 1.1479
3J0 .232 12,24,36 1.232_






NOTEs _DIMENSIONS FOR MODEL SRM
NOZZLE TO SIMULATE M m 3.0,
3.5 CONDITIONS
• SCALEs 0.019




















EONF Prepare 7_p L=cQI_oAS







































(_') tG'ont vi_,w or" ._;ec;ond _t,_[ge (_;RB'_ off)
!
_"it;ure _. - (7ont;lnued. I
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